
Race Steward Notes for the Solidarity e-Race 

Semi-Final and Final -  14-15 April 2020 

 

1.0 Race Start 

The races will be conducted using a ‘side by side’ rolling start. 

Once the race session starts, the cars will automatically line-up on the grid staggered. After a one-

minute waiting period, the drivers are to pull off slowly and remain in position around the pace-lap. 

Drivers are to maintain position, and speed, around the pace-lap by following ‘in-game’ graphical 

instructions. 

Once the leader reaches the start line, the green light will be given and the race will start.  

 

2.0 Race Length 

The two semi-final races will be 10 laps or 16 minutes in length. 

The final will be 20 laps or 33 minutes in length. 

 

3.0 Penalties  

A live race steward will be monitoring all races for any incidents worthy of a warning or penalty. 

Penalties can be awarded during the races or after the races in the form of; 

 

Types of penalties of their codes: 

/tp 5 -  +5 second penalty added to completed race time 

/tp 15 -  +15 second penalty added to completed race time 

/dt - pit-lane drive through penalty 

/kick - kicked from the server (will be used for drivers suffering from severe ping spikes) 

/ban - banned from any further participation (serious infringements against the spirit of the event) 

 

Warnings can be issued to avoid further infringements. Two warnings will force a penalty to be 

awarded to the offending driver. 

Penalties, and warnings, will be awarded verbally and via text ‘in-game’. 

Drivers can request an investigation during a live race using Discord. 

 

4.0 The Fair Pass Policy – SEE ADDENDUM A 

 



 

5.0 Blue Flag Scenario 

 

Drivers receiving blue flags are to move aside for the faster drivers coming through within three 

corners of the first blue flag being shown. Drivers to be lapped are to move aside in a calm and 

predictable manner, preferably on a straight. 

 

6.0 Assists 

 

The race server settings will be setup using the flowing assist settings: 

 

    "disableIdealLine": 1,    (Ideal Line Disabled) 

    "disableAutosteer": 1,   (Automatic Steering Disabled) 

    "stabilityControlLevelMax": 100,     (*Stability Control Allowed) 

    "disableAutoPitLimiter": 0,     (Automatic Pit-Limiter Disabled) 

    "disableAutoGear": 1,     (Automatic Gear Changing Disabled) 

    "disableAutoClutch": 0,   (Automatic Clutch Enabled) 

    "disableAutoEngineStart": 0,     (Automatic Engine Start Enabled) 

    "disableAutoWiper": 0,      (Automatic Wiper Start Disabled) 

    "disableAutoLights": 0   (Automatic Lights  Enabled) 

 

 

Let’s have a great round of racing! 

Jason Holden-Jones 

Solidarity e-Race Head Race Steward / Sim Race South Africa e-Sport Co-ordinator 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ADDENDUM A 

The Fair Pass Policy 

 

The intention of The Fair Pass Policy (FPP) is to communicate what is expected of sim racing drivers in 
the event of an attempted or successful passing manoeuvre. Any incidents between two, or more, 
drivers will be compared against, but not limited to, the contents of the FPP. 

The policy states that if an attacking car is halfway, or more, passed, while maintaining an acceptable 
amount of speed to, the defending car during braking and/or on the approach to the apex of a 
corner, the car about to be passed cannot turn in and must maintain room around the apex of the 
corner. The attacking car must, however, allow enough room for the car being passed to maintain 
track limits. In other words, the attacking car is not permitted to run the other car wide off the track. 

If the attacking car is not half way passed, while maintaining an acceptable amount of speed to, the 
defending car during braking and/or on the approach to the apex of a corner, the attacking car must 
back off and abandon the move before the apex of the corner, abandoning the move as to not run 
side by side with the other car. 

The FPP has been put in place in an attempt to stop ‘do or die’ moves that lead to unnecessary 
contact and to bring a sense of patience and strategy to the racing. If a driver feels that another 
driver contravened the policy, a race investigation may be requested. 

The following scenario example, refer to Figures 1-4, illustrates what is expected of a sim racing 
driver when they are in a scenario which involves one car passing another for position, doing so while 
respecting the FPP. 

 

Scenario: 

 

Figure 1: The red car is close behind the green car and is attempting to pass it into a left-handed turn. 

 

Green car driver’s responsibilities: 



– Understand and respect the position of the red car and that there is a high probability the red car 
driver will attempt an out-braking manoeuvre before the apex of the corner. It is too late to change 
to a defensive line before or in the braking zone. The red car driver has earned his/her current 
position. 

– Before an ‘overlap’ of half a car length is achieved, the green car is allowed to make one move, 
before the braking zone is reached, to change lines in for defensive driving purposes. 

Red car driver’s responsibilities: 

–   Understand and respect the position of the green car and that there is a good opportunity to 
make a pass under braking or just passed it at the apex of the corner. 

 

Scenario continued: 

 

Figure 2: The red car has moved to run side by side with the green car in an attempted pass for 
position. 

 

Green car driver’s responsibilities: 

– Understand and respect the position of the red car and that it is now side by side with the green 
car. 

– It is now too late to turn in to use the normal racing line, that there is a high probability a wider line 
will have to be used to avoid contact with the red car in order to navigate the corner safely within 
the track limits. The red car is now more than halfway passed the green car; therefore, the green car 
cannot use the FPP to his/her advantage. 

Red car driver’s responsibilities: 

– Understand and respect that the green car has a right to navigate the corner safely within track 
limits and that contact is to be avoided. The red car is now more than halfway passed the green car; 
therefore, the red car can use the FPP to his/her advantage. 



– Understand your braking abilities to brake safe enough not to change lines and make contact with 
the green car. 

 

 

Scenario continued: 

 

Figure 3: The red car is alongside the green car and is about to execute the move for position. 

 

Green car driver’s responsibilities: 

– Understand and respect the position of the red car and that it is now side by side with your green 
car. 

– The FPP is in favour of the red car at this stage. Maintain the wider line enough to avoid contact 
with the red car 

Red car driver’s responsibilities: 

– Understand and respect that the driver of the green car has a right to navigate the corner safely 
within track limits and that contact is to be avoided. 

– Maintain the inside line to not run wide and force the green car off track. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Scenario continued: 

 

Figure 4: The red car has passed the green car while avoiding contact and track limits have been 
maintained for both cars. 

 

Green car driver’s responsibilities: 

– Maintain line until the red car has made a complete pass. 

Red car driver’s responsibilities: 

– Understand and respect that the green car has a right to fight back for position at the next corner 
and the roles might be reversed. 

– Only resume your normal racing lines once it is understood the green car has been passed 
successfully. 

 

 

 

-END- 

 

 

 


